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1.2 Oil Shale Process Studies

1.2.2 Process Studies (FY 1991 Mod.)

Qbjectives. The objective of this task is to investigate the use of a shale oil-
derived, recycle oil to mediate _he transfer of hydrogen to eastern oil shale. This
task is composed of three subtasks: (1) the evaluation of a distillate from eastern
shale oil as a recycle oil to mediate hydrogen transfer, (2) the determination of the
catalytic hydrogenation conditions necessary to regenerate the recycle oil, and (3)
the evaluation of the chemical and physical properties of the liquid products from
the process to determine their appropriateness as feedstocks for the production of
transportati.on fuels. The objectives for this quarter were to run and evaluate the
resultsofa seriesofhydrogenationexperiments thatwere conducted on the solution
ofmodel compounds.

Accomplishments. The suiteofsamples thatwere produced as a resultofthe
seriesof hydrogenation experiments were analyzed by gas chromatographic/mass
spectral(GC/MS) analysisand the resultswere evaluated.

Procedures. A seriesofmodel compounds (phenol,toluene,naphthalene, 1-
octene,1,3-pentadiene,cyclohexane,pyridine,and thiophene)were hydrotreated
using the Chemical Data Systems reactionsystem. Approximately 2 wt % ofeach

compound was dissolved in hexane. The sample was then treated at several
differenttemperatures (204,218,232,246,260, 274,288,302,and 316"C /400,425,
450, 475,500,525, 550,575,and 600"F) and pressures(1200,1700,and 1900 psi).

The product from each testwas analyzed by GC/MS analysistoobtainqualitative
and quantitativeinformation.

Results.The olefins(1-octeneand 1,3-pentadiene)were the easiesttoconvert

to theircorrespondingsaturutedhydrocarbon. Reactor temperatures above 220"C
(428"F)convertedmost oftheolefins,regardlessofthe pressure.

A significantamount ofcyclohexane was converted at temperatures of246"C
(475"F) and above. As the pressure was increased from 1200 to 1900 psi the
conversiontocyclohexane increased.However, only about 50% ofthe cyclohexene
was converted to cyclohexane at 1900 psi. The remaining cyclohexene was
apparentlycrackedtosmallercompounds.

Naphthalene was almost completelyconverted toproducts at 288"C (550"F),
regardless of the operating pressure. At 1700 and 1900 psi,almost allof the
naphthalene could be accounted forby additionofthe three main products (trans-
decalin,cis-decalin,and tetralin).At 1200 psionlyabout 75% ofthe naphthalene
and itsproductscouldbe accountedfor.Of theseproductsonly the tetralinisuseful
as a hydrogen transfersolvent.Once the naphthalene isconverted to one ofthe

decalinsitcannot be used as a hydrogen transfersolvent,and thus,convertedback
to naphthalene forrecycle.The best conditionsformaximizing the conversionof
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naphthalene to tetralin appears to be at 270"C (518"F) and 1700 psi. No pressures
between 1700 and 1200 psi were tested. Pressures between these two need to be
examined to determine the lowest pressure that can be used with the current

catalyst without loss of the desired tetralin due to cracking.

Toluene was quite resistant to hydrotreating at most of the conditions tested.
At 1200 psi very little conversion of the toluene could be noted. At 1700 and 1900
psi conversion of toluene started at 316"C (600"F) with about one third of the
toluene being converted at 328"C (622"F).

The removal of the heteroatom from phenol, pyridine, and thiophene was

accomplishedat fairlymild conditionsand was insensitivetopressure.The removalt •

' ofoxygen from phenol began at 204 C (400"F)and oxygen was completelygone at
' 238"C (550"F). The removal of nitrogen from pyridine began at 204"C (400"F) and

nitrogen was not detected above this temperature. The removal of sulfur from
thiophene began at 218"C (425"F) and sulfur was completely gone at 288"C (550"F).
These three compounds were converted into low-molecular-weight compounds and

gaS.

The reactor pressure did not appear to affect the temperature at which
conversiontook place. However, the pressure was important with respectto the

i' type of reaction taking piace. At pressures of 1700 and above the conversion of the
:' model compounds appeared tobe mainly hydrogenation ofthe unsaturated bonds.
i At 1200 psi cracking appeared to become more prevalent, with loss of the main

product.

l

:l 1.2.4 Product Utilization Studies (1_ 1992)

it O.Q.b_b'ectives.The objective of this research is to determine unique applications of
:i' oil shale-derived products that have high market values. The research is

concentrated toward development of highly _oecialized products for roadway

pavement applications. The two areas being ii, castigated are pavement joint and
crack fillers and interactions of asphalt, including shale oil modified asphalt, with

aggregate. The objective for the quarter was to prepare the two milestone reports to
complete the study.

Accomplishments. Milestone 1.2.4B, report on the evaluation of shale oil

products as joint and crack filler materials, was completed, submitted, and
approved. Milestone 1.2.4C, report on energies of interactions correlated with
observed stabilities and rheological properties of asphalt-aggregate mixtures, was

completed in draft form and is in review.
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2.0 TAR SAND

2.2 Process Development

2.2.1 Recycle Oil Pyrolysis and Extraction (ROPE TM)Process (FY 1991)

Objectives. The first objective of this task is to design and initiate fabrication of
a modified 6-inch bench-scale unit that includes a twin-screw conveyor and a new
feed system. This system permits long runs required to evaluate the application of
the ROPE TMprocess to tar sands. The second objective is to develop a process for
the treatment of petroleum production wastes commonly termed tank bottom
wastes. These wastes are a combination of oil, water, and solids with a water and
solids content too high for refinery acceptance of the oil. The objective for the
quarter was to prepare milestone reports 2.2.1B, results of two long-term tests of the
modified 6-inch ROPE units, and 2.2.1C, results of tests on tank bottoms.

Accomplishments. Evaluation of data from the tests has been completed and
preparation of the reports continued. Milestone report 2.2.1B has been completed in
draft form and is in review. Milestone report 2.2.1C has nearly been completed in
draft form. The work on tank bottoms has resulted in funding from a private source,

_'_, the state of Wyoming, and the JSR program for further development of the process.
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3.0 COAL RESEARCH

3.2 Coal Combustion

3.2.2Combustion ofLow-Rank Coalsand IndustrialWastes (FY 1991)

The request to eliminatemilestone 3.2.2C has been approved. This task is
completed.

3.2.3 Gasification and Cogeneration (FY 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this research is to select and develop a combustor
design and hot-gas cleanup system suitable for use with low-sulfur coal. The
objective for this quarter was to complete the milestone report.

Accomplishments. The milestone report is being prepared.

Procedures. The Western Research Institute (WRI) 6-inch fluidized bed reactor

was used as an air-blown gasifier. Bed depths used were in the 8- to 13-inch range.

Results. Findings are consistent with those reported earlier that were based on
the preliminary analysis of the data: that western sub-bituminous coals can be
partially gasified at temperatures low enough that some of the contaminants, such
as alkali compounds deleterious to downstream components in 2GPFBC systems,
are not volatilized, remaining in the char. As a result, the hot-gas stream cleanup
requirements for the overall system are reduced.

3.3 Integrated Coal Processing Concepts

3.3.4Coal Coprocessing_ 1992)

Objectives. The objectives of this research are to define more closely
coprocessing conditions that improve the liquidyield through more efficient
dispersionofiron-basedcatalystsand to characterizethe acid siteson supported
catalystsand theirimpact on the formationofcoke. The objectivesforthe quarter
were tocompletethe experimentalseriesinvolvingpretreatmentpriortocoal/heavy
oilcoprocessing,to continue the assembly and evaluationofvarious catalystsfor
testingusing solid-statenuclearmagnetic resonance(NMR) spectroscopicanalysis,
and tocompletethe analysisoftheproductsobtainedfrom commercial organizations

_, regarding hydrogen utilization.

i Accomplishments Comments received on the previously submitted,,,, •

experimental plan were discussed with DOE personnel and a revised plan was
submitted. The experimental series involving pretreatment prior to coal/heavy oil
coprocessing was completed, and the data are being evaluated. The analysis of the

products obtained from commercial organizations regarding hydrogen utilization
was completed.
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Procedures. Carbon-13 NMR spectroscopic analysis using cross
polarization/magicangle spinning were conducted on four spent catalyststhat
possessed a coatingofcoked material. The spent catalystsinclude: (I)alumina
supportmodifiedby titaniavialiquidimpregnation,(2)alumina supportmodifiedby
titaniaviavapor deposition,(3)alumina support modified by zirconiavia liquid
impregnation,and (4)alumina supportmodifiedby carbon viavapor decomposition.
The promoter metals are cobaltand molybdenum. NMR dephasing experimentswill
be conducted next on the four spent catalysts to obtain data regarding the
quaternary carbons in the coke structure.Itwillthen be possibletocalculatethe
clustersizeofthe coked materialand ninecarbonstructuralparameters ofthecoked
material.

Results. Preliminary evaluation indicates that the UOP bench-scale process
utilizes more hydrogen for the production of hydrocarbon gases (60%) than does the
Wilsonville process (25%). In addition, the UOP process liberates hydrogen derived

from condensation reactions during the process (AHmatrix is negative); while in the
Wilsonville process hydrogen is liberated only during the first stage of the process,
and hydrogen is consumed by cracking reactions in the second stage of the process

(AHm_trix is positive).

3.3.5 Agglomerating and Stabilizing Dried Coal (FY 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this task is to develop and test concepts for
stabilizing dried Wyodak coal from the Powder River Basin. The objective for this
quarter was to complete the milestone report.

Accomplishments. A draft of the milestone report was completed and the report
is in internal review.

3.3.6 High-Heating-Rate Process Studies (FY 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this research task is to determine oil yields from
the rapid pyrolysis of coal in an entrained flow reactor. The objective for the quarter
was to prepare the milestone report.

Accomplishments. The milestone report is nearly completed.

3.4 Solid Waste Management

3.4.1 Use of Solid Waste for Chemical Stabilization (FY 1991 and FY 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this research is to determine a use for fly ash, such
as that produced as waste during operations at the Dave Johnston Steam Electric

Project, that would be economically and environmentally reasonable. Dave
Johnston fly ash has been shown to have some affinity for selected organic
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compounds that have created problems in the environment. The objectives for the
quarter were to continue evaluation of the data and to work on preparation of the
experimental plan, 3.4.LA.

Accomplishments. Evaluation of the mass spectrometric data is continuing and
the experimental plan is nearly completed.

3.4.2 Use of Solid Waste for Physical Stabilization (FY 1991 and FY 1992)

Objectives. The objectives of this research were: (1) to develop an
understanding of the key properties of fly ash that are responsible for cementation
and stabilization, (2) to study sodium and calcium wastes generated from clean coal
technology in an effort to develop waste disposal technologies that result in stable
land fills, (3) to provide detailed information on potentially toxic compounds from
cemented fly ash and to evaluate the use of fly ash to enhance stabilization of
hazardous materials placed in landfill sites, and (4) to develop methods to separate
organic selenium species that may be found in coal fly ash materials. The objective
for this quarter was to complete the report on coal fly ash and soil stabilization
mechanisms (FY 1991 milestone 3.4.2C).

Accomplishments. The FY 1991 milestone report 3.4.2C was completed and
submitted. The request to eliminate FY 1991 milestone 3.4.2A and FY 1992
milestone 3.4.2B was approved. This task is completed.



4.0 ADVANCED EXPLORATORY PROCESS TECHNOLOGY

4.1 Advanced Process Concepts

4.1.7 In Situ Model of Pyrolysis (FT 1990)

Objectives. The objectives of this research effort are to predict solute transport
and develop new control concepts that incorpGrate some of the more recent
geochemical data obtained from research projects. The objective for the quarter was
to make modifications to the 3-dimensional reservoir simulator.

Accomplishments. The horizontal well algorithm has been installed in the 3-
dimensional reservoir simulator. It has been mechanistically checked for proper
performance. The request to combine milestone 4.1.7A with milestone 4.3.3A has
been approved.

Procedures. Implementation of the horizontal well algorithm allows the user to
orient the well in either the x- or y-direction and to "complete" the well in a single
block or through several blocks. The single well completion may be useful for the
simulation of slant injection or production wells.

4.1.8 APT Method Development (FY 1990).

The request to eliminate milestone 4.1.8B has been approved. This task is

completed.

4.1.9 In Situ Process Modeling (FY 1991)

Objectives. The objectives of this research task are to conduct laboratory
simulations and develop a numerical model for the simulation of the steamflood

process in fractured reservoirs. The objectives for this quarter were to conduct
laboratory simulation tests using blocking agents and to modify the thermal process
portion of the model.

Accomplishments. Screening of the potential blocking agents to be tested has
been completed. Core flood tests to evaluate the selected blocking agents were
initiated to ensure proper functioning prior to use in the three dimensional
simulations. The core Flood tests are nearing completion.

A test plan for the physical simulations was developed and approved by the
DOE. Modification of the original test plan has been proposed and submitted to the
LFTB for comment. This modification is included in the test plan for task 4.3.1.

Validation studies were performed on two new features that were added to the
thermal model.

8
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Procedures.Proceduresforthe physicalsimulationtestsare: (1)determinethe
appropriate blockingagent to use forsteamflooding the Shannon formation,(2)
conduct two three-dimensionalphysicalsimulationsoftliesteamfloodprocesswith a
blockingagent insamples containingeithera verticalorhorizontalfracture,and (3)
transferthe data and resultsfornumericalsimulations.

Two new featureswere added tothe thermal model. These are a point-centered
grid system and the abilityto use nonuniform grids.The point-centeredgrid is
usefulwhen performing symmetrical pattern studiesand the nonuniform grid is
usefulinrefininggridsinregionswhere flowcharacteristicsare rapidlychanging,
such as inthevicinityoffractures.

Results. In the physical simulation study, the Shannon sandstone block
samples have been saturated. Core floodsusing the identifiedblockingagents are
being conducted. The testshave not validatedthe projectedperformance as stated
by thesupplierofthe commerciallyavailableblockingagent. Discussionshave been
held with the suppliersand othersupplierstoidentifythe nonperformance problems
and to identifybetteragents. Testing ofthe modificationsand new materialsis

under way.

In themodeling study,validationofthe two additionsto the thermal model is

proceedingvery weil,at leastthrough waterflooding.UTCOMP has been used to
provideanother answer tothe problem foruse incomparison ofthesefeatures.The
thermal model should be abletosolveproblems unsolvableby UTCOMP because it
isfullyimplicit,as opposed to the IMPES(Implicit Pressure,ExplicitSaturation)
formulation in UTCOMP. Some trouble has been encountered in getting the
thermal model torun faster.This problem isstillunder investigation.During the
checkout of the thermal model, a new method forhandling wells in numerical

models was developed,a method thatshouldbe ofmuch interesttogovernment and
industry.

4.2 Advanced Mitigation Concepts

4.2.1Treatment ofOiland Gas ProductWaters (FY 1991)

Objective.The objectiveforthequarterwas tocompletethe n/lestonereport.

Accomplishments. The report was completed and submitted. This task is
completed.

4.2.3CROW TM Development CFY 1992)

Objectives.The objectiveofthisresearchistoobtainbaselinedata thatshow
the effectivenessand environmentallysafeuse ofchemicalsto enhance the CROW
process. The objectivesforthe quarter were to complete and submit milestone
4.2.3A,theexperimentalplan,and tobeginthe experiments.

, ii, , , . _ i , i , '"_'' '"lT l



Accomplishments. The experimental plan was completed and submitted.
Comments received on the plan have been addressed. The experimental testing
program has been initiated and is 75% completed.

Procedures. Eleven one-dimensional displacement tests are being conducted to
investigate the effect of three chemical concentrations (0, 0.5, and 1.0 vol %) at three
temperatures (ambient, the projected optimum temperature, and 40"F [4"C] below
the optimum temperature). Two duplicate tests are run for validation purposes.
Contaminated soil samples obtained from Midwest Gas are being used as the test
material.

Results. The initial tests are being evaluated to determine the conditions for
the remaining tests.

4.2.4 Environmental Treatment of Process Gases (FY 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this research is to optimize vortex combustor
design to obtain maximum thermal destruction efficiency at selected temperatures
and retention times. The objective for the quarter was to prepare the milestone

report on completed research.

Accomplishments. The report was completed and submitted. This task is
completed.

4.3 Oil and Gas Technology

4.3.1 Enhanced Oil Recovery. (FY 1992)

0biectives. The objective of this research task is to determine the enhancement
of oil recovery using steamflooding in conjunction with chemicals or gases and
horizontal wells. The objectives for this quarter were to complete preparation of the

experimental plan, milestone 4.3.1A, and submit it for approval.

Accomplishments. The experimental plan was completed and has been
submitted to the LFTB for review.

4.3.2 Natural Gas Cleanup (FY 1992)

Qb]ectives. The objective of this work is to investigate a less complex and more
cost effective method for gas cleanup. The method is based on pressure swing

adsorption. The objective for this quarter was to prepare the milestone report on the
findings of the series of completed experiments to evaluate the pressure swing
adsorption process and the regeneration of the adsorbent.

Accomplishments. A draft of the milestone report was completed and is being
reviewed.

10
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Results. Findings of the study were that microwave energy can be used
successfully to regenerate a zeolite adsorbent (chabazite); but excessive heating of
the zeolite makes the concept impractical for application to natural gas upgrading,
in this case, the separation of nitrogen from methane. However, microwave-assisted
desorption during the regeneration portion of the pressure swing cycle may prove
useful in adsorptive purification processes where recovery of the sorbate with
minimal dilution is required.

4.3.3 Thermal Reservoir Simulation _ 1992)

Objectives. The objective of this research effort is to improve the capabilities of
WRI's thermal reservoir simulation model. The objectives for the quarter were to
conduct model verification studies to confirm correct fluid movement (Darcy flow) in
2- and 3-spacial dimensions and to add thermal and compositional capabilities to the
3-dimensional simulator.

Accomplishments. Verification studies were performed and thermal and
compositional capabilities were added to the simulator. Approval was received to
combine the milestone report for this task with the milestone report, 4.1.7A, on in
situmodeling ofpyrolysisproducts.

Procedures. The correct prediction of fluidmovement was verified by
comparing model resultswith analyticalresults.Simulation resultsoflinearflow
and five-spotpattern flow(2-D & 3-D) were compared with the analyticalresultsof
Muskat. Simulationswere conductedwith the model configuredfor:cell-centered,
fixed-grid;point-centered,fixed-grid;and point-centered,variable-gridformulations.
Additionalwater floodstudieswere conducted in 2-D mode to verifythe model's

abilitytopredictarealsweep. Severalthermal and compositionalcapabilitiesofthe
3-D simulatorwere activated.

Results. For linear flow problems, the cell-centeredconfigurationyields
virtuallyexactagreement with Muskat. For the casesstudied,the point-centered
formulationsdifferby a minimum of5% (from Muskat), with the errorincreasing
with increased grid size. It appears that the inaccuracy for linear flow is caused by
the method's specifying grid pressure at the boundary instead of average cell
pressure.

For five-spot pattern studies, the point-centered formulations are within 0.5% of
the Muskat rates. The cell-centered formulations are significantly in error. The
best approach to Muskat were 30%, with increased errors at increased cell size.

Results from the study of water flood simulations were in good agreement with
data from the literature.

With the thermal and compositional capabilities of the 3-D simulator activated,
the model is now capable, in concept, of simulating the injection of hot fluids
(including steam). The model can partition components into vapor or liquid phases
using equilibrium coefficients that are calculated in the model as a function of
temperature and pressure.

11



5.0 JOINTLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

5.1 Occidental Oil Shale, Inc. Demonstration Program Support

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.2 Investigation of ROPE Process Performed on Sunnyside Tar Sand

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.3 Organic and Inorganic Hazardous Waste Stabilization

Objective. The objective for this quarter was to continue evaluation of data
generated in simulated weathering experiments.

Accomplishments. Analysis and data reduction continued for samples obtained
from weathering experiments. In the previous quarter, discussions were held with
the EPRI representative regarding redirection of the remaining work, and a
proposal for redirection of the final work was submitted.

5.4 Optimization of Product Yields for the CHARFUEL Process

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.5 Cold Flow Irdector Mixer Project for the CHARFUEL Project

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.6 CROW TM Field Demonstration with Bell Lumber and Pole

Objectives. The objective of this task is to design, construct, and operate a field
demonstration of the CROW TM process technology to treat a site contaminated with
organic wastes from the wood treatment process. The objective for the quarter was
to complete and submit a detailed work plan for the full-scale demonstration test.

Accomplishments. Review comments were received on the previously submitted
technical progress report. The report is being revised for resubmittal. A detailed
work plan for the full-scale demonstration has been completed and submitted to the
Minnesota Pollution Control Administration for review and approval. A copy of the

work plan has alsobeen submittedtoDOE.
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Procedures. The activitiesbeing carriedout toaccomplish thisresearchtask
inclt'de:review and analyze availablesitedata;develop design parameters from
sitedata and one-dimensional physical simulations of the process using site
materials;developprocessflowdiagrams ofsurfaceand subsurfacesystems;assist
in the development and submittalofallprojectpermitsrequiredby local,state,and
federalagencies;conduct a two-well test to provide additional information on
organic displacement and hydraulicconfinement; develop detaileddesign forall
injection,production,and water treatmentsystems;assistin thepurchase or leaseof
allrequiredequipment; monitor the facilitiesconstruction;assistinthe monitoring
ofthe displacement operations;and evaluateand reporton the performance ofthe
displacementprocess.

Results. The two-wellpilottestwas successful.Activitiesare proceedingto

completethe designand obtainallrequiredpermitsforthe full-scaletest.

5.7 Development and Validation of a Standard Test Method for Sequential
Batch Extraction Fluid

Objectives. The objectives of this task are to developa sequential batch
extraction procedure using acidicextraction fluidsimulating acid rain,as a
modificationofASTM Method D4793-88, todetermine the precisionofthe method,

_ and to ballotthe method within ASTM so that a new standard isapproved. The

objectivesforthisquarterwere to (1)reportthestatusofthisprojectatthe meetings
of ASTM Task Group D34.02.01 on Waste Leaching Techniques and ASTM
Subcommittee D34.02 on Physicaland Chemical Characterization,(2)complete the
statisticalevaluationofthecollaborativestudy data,and (3)prepare thefinalreport
forthe InstituteforStandards Research (ISR)cosponsors.

Accomplishments. The statisticalevaluationofthe collaborativestudy data

was completed and a drafton the finalreportforthe ISR sponsors was prepared.
The reportisin review. The statusofthe projectwas reportedat the meetings of
ASTM Task Group D34.02.01 on Waste Leaching Techniques and ASTM
Subcommittee D34.02 on Physicaland Chemical Characterization.

Procedures. Statisticalevaluation of the collaborative study data was

performed as specified by ASTM Practice D-2777, Standard Practice for
Determination ofPrecisionand Bias ofApplicableMethods of Committee D-19 on
Water. The multiple-laboratoryand single-operatorprecisionofthe sequential
batch extractionmethod were estimated. Data from the collaborativestudy were
also evaluated to determine the effectsof filterpore sizeand digestionversus

nondigestionon the elemental concentrationsin the extractsfrom the spray dryer
waste and composite mining waste. In addition,analyticalbias evaluations,
evaluationsinvolvingbaseline(water as the extractionfluid)versus collaborative
study data (acidicextractionfluid),and bias evamations examining the effectsof
stoppingthe sequentialbatch extractionmethod overthe weekend on the elemental
concentrationswere performed.

13
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Results.The data generatedinthisstudy arespecifictothe testmaterialsused
in the study,the elements ofinterest,and the pH values ofthe extractionfluids
used. For othermaterials,elements,and pH values,thesedata may not apply.As a

result,generalprecisionand bias statements that coverallwastes,elements,and
extractionfluidpH valuescannot be prepared. However, thedata generated inthis

study givethe user informationon both themultiple-laboratoryand single-operator
estimated precisionofthe extractionprocedure when itisappliedtotwo different
waste materials using two differentextractionfluidpH values. The data also
provide information toaid the user in making decisionsconcerning filteringthe
extracLionslurriesand analyzingtheextracts.

Conclusions that can be made based on the resultsofthisstudy includethe
following_

• The estimated precisionofthe sequentialbatch extractionmethod using
acidicextractionfluidvarieswith the type ofwaste being testedand the
element ofinterest.

• Filterpore size,0.45-pm versus 0.8-pm,and digestionversus nondigestion
affectcertainelemental concentrationsdetermined in the extractsofthe

spray dryer waste and composite mining waste. The effectsof these
variableson the elementalconcentrationsare waste and element specific.

• The effectofusing an acidicextractionfluidversus water depends on the
material being tested,the pH of the extraction fluid,the element or
parameter(s)ofinterest,and theextractionnumber in the sequence ofthe
sequentialbatch extraction.

• In the collaborativestudy, the levelof analyticalaccuracy forcertain
elements of interestin the diluteacidsolutionstandards having a pH of

4.3+ 0.05 and the diluteacidsolutionstandards having a pH of5.0+ 0.05
was lessthan desired,based on the criteriongiven in ASTM PracticeD-
2777.

Precision and bias sections,based on the resultsof thiss_dy, are being

prepared and will be balloted as a modification to ASTM Method D-5284-92. The
precision and bias sections will contain information on the details of the
collaborative study and statistical evaluation.

5.8 PGI Demonstration Project

Objectives.The objectivesforthe quarter were: to commence detailedand
procurement design; to commence preparation of bid packages, including
specifications;and toupdate and refinethe projectcriticalpath schedule.

Accomplishments. Detailed and procurement design specificationswere
commenced. Meetings between PGI and WRI were conducted tofurtherrefinethe

projectscheduleand participantresponsibilitiesand - _'--_'_-

14
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5.9 Mild Gasification of Usibelli Coal

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.10 Real-Time In-Situ Remote-Sensor Development

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.11 Enhanced Gravity Drainage in the North Tisdale Reservoir Using
Horizontal Wells

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.12 Solid State NMR Analysis of Powder River Basin Shales

This task was completed in previous quarters.

5.13 Operation and Evaluation of the CO 2 HUFF-N-PITFF Process

Objectives. The objectives of this task are to (1) conduct in situ residual oil
E

saturation determinations; (2) assist in the design, operation, and monitoring of well
tests;(3)determine the characteristicsofcollectedliquidsamples;(4)assistin the
development ofphase equilibriumrelationshipswith chemical and thermodynamic

propertiesof selected crude oils;(5)assistin the development of a predictive
numericalprocessmodel;and (6)assistinthe analysis,reporting,and dissemination
ofcollecteddata. The objectiveforthisquarterwas to continuepreparationofthe

final report.

Accomplishments. Ali testing has been completed and ali field samples have
been collected and analyzed. The basic numerical model is operational and special
functions that incorporate hysteresis, viscous fingering, and wettability and surface
tension changes were used in evaluations. Analysis of samples collected for
development ofphase equilibriumrelationshipshave been completed. The final

report is being prepared.

Procedures. Over 1,867 gas and 1,418 liquid samples have been taken from the

field tests of the CO 2 Huff-n-Puff process. Routine gas analysis has been performed
on approximately 1,675 of the gas samples. Oil-water separation has been
completed on approximately 1,418 of the liquid samples with further analysis on
approximately 275 of these samples.

Modifications to incorporate hysteresis, viscous fingering, and wettability and
surface tension changes into the numerical model have been made and the model is

= operational.
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The collectedsamples represent21 fieldsin fourofthe major producingbasins
ofWyoming. Seven ofthe fieldsare partofthe programs sponsored by the stateof

Wyoming; the remaining fieldsare being sampled forfuture analysisiffunding
permits. These additionalfieldswillpermit a more comprehensive analysisofthe

CO 2Huff-n-Puffprocess.

Results.Preliminarywellresponsesshow mixed resultsas tothesuccessofthe

CO 2 stimulations.The singlewelltracertestshave been shown tobe invaluablein

determiningthe potentialofcandidatewellsforthe CO 2 cyclicstimulation.

5.14 Fly Ash Binder for Unsurfaced Road Aggregates

.Obiectives. The objectives are to develop and demonstrate the use of Wyoming
fly ash in two construction techniques: (1) fly ash stabilization of soils as applied to
unpaved roads and (2) fly ash replacement of portland cement in conventional
cement treated bases (CTB). The use of fly ash in these construction technologies
could potentially result in lower cost construction techniques and provide the ash
generators new or expanded markets for Wyoming coal fly ash. The development of
commercial enterprises, based on these technologies for the enhanced use of coal
power plant fly ash in construction applications, therefore represents both a
business and an environmentally attractive option for the state of Wyoming. The
objective for the quarter was to continue laboratory testing of various soils and fly
ashes as related to fly ash stabilization.

Accomplishments. Laboratory testing was concluded on the fly ash stabilized
soil study. Testing for the quarter focused on the durability and resilient modulus of
soil/fly ash mixtures.

Procedures. Two fly ashes, (Laramie River and Naughton) and four soil types,
A-lb to A-6 (e.g., RS-l, RS-2, RS-5, and RS-7) were used in the testing.

The durability requirements for pavement construction includes the survival of
: the cement/soilmixture under 12 cyclesoffreezingand thawing,as wellas lessthan

14% weight lossunder wet/dry cycling.Mixtures of25% flyash and 75% soilwere
compacted to maximum density and 'optimum' moisture content in soil-cement

i molds, cured 7 days at 70"F and 100% relativehumidity,and subjectedtowet/dry

cycles and freeze/thaw cycles according to ASTM D 559 and ASTM D560,
respectix,ely.Aliofthe mixturessurvivedthetwelvefreeze/thawcycles,but none of
the mixtures met the lessthan 14 wt % lossrequirement under wet/dry cycles.

i None ofthe soilalonemixtures were ableto survivethreewet/drycycles,indicating
that the flyash treatment isimproving the durabilityperformance ofthe soils.It

' should be noted that these ASTM specificationswere establishedforsoilcement,

which isa soilstabilizedwith portland cement forspecificapplications.The
applicabilityofthiscriteriaforflyash stabilizedsoilshas notbeen established.

Results.The resilientmodulus isa measure ofthe stiffnessofa subgrade soil

forconditionsthatrepresentthe stressesin pavements subjectedto moving wheel
loads.The resilientmodulus testdescribesthe resilient,or elastic,responseofthe
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subgrade materialto repeatedaxialdeviatorstressofa IrLxedmagnitude, frequency,
and loaddurationwhen appliedunder triaxialpressure.Resilientmodulus has been
selectedby AASHTO (1986)as the definitivematerial property to characterize
roadbed soilsforpavement design. Resilientmodulus valuesof the flyash treated
specimens range from 121 to904 k psi.Preliminarytestingofthe soilswithout fly
ash indicatevalues in the range of 5 to 10 k psi. The data indicate that the
relationshipofresilientmodulus isboth flyash sensitiveand soiltype sensitive.
The behavior of Naughton compared to Laramie River material variesby up toa
factoroffive,with the Naughton showing higher resilientmodulus values forsoils
RS-l, RS-2, RS-5. However, forthe RS-7 soil(more clay),the response isthe

reverse,with the Laramie River materialshowing thehigher values,by a factorof
two.

5.15 Evaluation of Products Recovered from Scrap Tires for Use as Asphalt
Modifiers

This taskwas completed inpreviousquarters.

5.16 Solid State NMR Analysis of Mesaverde GroupT Greater Green River
Basin, Tight Gas Sands

Objectives. The objectives of this study are to apply solid-state 13C NMR to
measure changes in the organic structure of petroleum source rocks (kerogens)
brought about by laboratory hydrous pyrolysis experiments and by maturation in
the natural geologic environment as a result of depth of burial. These data, in
conjunction with other analyses and kinetic measurements, will be used by the
University of Wyoming, Department of Geology and Geophysics to develop an
innovative exploration and production strategy that will optimize the efficient
exploitation of tight gas resources in the Mesa Verde Group, Greater Green River
Basin, Wyoming. The objectives for the quarter were: (1) to complete NMR
measurements of changes in the organic structure of petroleum source rocks brought
about by laboratory hydrous pyrolysis experiments and by maturation in the natural
geologic environment as a result of depth of burial and (2) to evaluate the results of
the measurements.

Accomplishments. The NMR measurements have been completed and the
results are being evaluated.

Procedures. Solid-state 13C NMR measurements were performed on coal

samples from the Lance and Almond coal groups that were subjected to laboratory
hydrous pyrolysis experiments in the temperature range of 290-360"C (554-680"F).
The NMR measurements were made on a Chemagnetics CMX 100/200 solids NMR
spectrometer. 13C and lH NMR spectra were obtained using cross polarization with
magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) and combined rotation and multiple pulse
spectroscopy (CRAMPS). The 13C measurements were made at a frequency of 25
MHz, and the lH measurements were made at 200 MHz.



Results. Plots of the different aliphatic carbon functionalities as a function of
temperature have been made. The data show the expected decrease in the
methylene carbons with temperature as oil is produced during the hydrous pyrolysis

experiments. In addition, an increase in the concentration of methyl carbons
attached to aromatic rings was noted. Presumably, these are the result of free
radical capping during oil generation.

5.17 Flow-Loop Testin_ of Double-Wall Pipe for Thermal Applications

Objectives. The objectives of this research effort are: to develop a numerical
model that will predict down-hole steam quality, steam pressure, and temperature;
to e_aluate InterMountain Pipe Company's double-wall pipe for thermal application;
and to provide future industrial clients with a fully instrumented flow loop. The
objective for the quarter was to complete the final report.

Accomplishments. The final report was completed and submitted. This task is
completed.

5.18 Characterization of Petroleum Residua

Obiectives. The objectives of this effort are to develop methods for and
characterize petroleum residua from industry participants. The objective for the
quarter was to wait for additional samples and authorization from the cosponsor to
proceed with analyses.

Accomplishments. Methods were established and characterization was

completed on residua samples provided by the cosponsor in previous quarters.
Samples of residua D and E were received from the cosponsor.

Procedures. Ali experimental work with the residua designated A, B, and C,
was completed in the previous quarter. Each residuum was deasphaltened in
heptane, and the heptane-soluble materials were separated into saturate, aromatic,
and polar fractions on activated silica gel. The asphaltenes were separated into four
fractions according to apparent molecular size by preparative size exclusion
chromatography (SEC). The whole residua were evaluated for elemental
composition, trace metals content, carbon residue, simulated distillation profile,
specific gravity, pour point, and theological profile. The asphaltenes and silica gel
chromatographic fractions were evaluated for elemental composition, trace metals
content, molecular weight, carbon residue, analytical SEC profiles, and aromaticity
by nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. The preparative SEC fractions
from the asphaltenes were evaluated for sulfur content, molecular weight, and trace
metals content.

The toluene solutions for the preparative size exclusion fractions from residuum
C asphaltenes for molecular weight determinations had to be made above 40"C
(104"F) to maintain clear solutions. This had no detrimental effect on the vapor-J

phase osmometry measurements, which were made as usual at 60"C (140"F).
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Results. Material balances show that the data obtained on the fractions

account forthe data obtained on the originalmaterial. This indicatesthat the
contributions of the properties of the fractionscan be studied and related to

propertiesofthe whole material.

5.19 Shallow Oil Production Using Horizontal Wells with Enhanced Oil
Recovery Techniques

.Q_ectives. The objectives of this task are to demonstrate that enhanced oil
recovery techniques can be successfully used with horizontal wells in shallow
reservoirs to increase oil production significantly, to validate a numerical model
with the use of physical simulations using an implemented enhanced oil recovery
process with horizontal wells, and to provide the technical expertise and supervision
for the implementation of a pilot test that will use the information generated in the
study. The objectives for the quarter were to initiate and monitor the field test at
the Chetopa Townsite oil field site.

_Accomplishments. The redesigned ignitor was used successfully to start
combustion in the field. Process parameters are being monitored and evaluated as
the test proceeds.

Procedures. As reported last quarter, attempts to position the originally
designed and fabricated down-hole ignitor in the ground were unsuccessful because
the drilling contractor down-sized the ignition well casing from specifications. A
new gas (propane-air) burner was fabricated and tested for slim-hole applications.
The burner was fueled with a premixed propane-air mixture, which was ignited with
a flame rod. The flame rod uses electricity to produce a 6000 volt spark to ignite the
mixture. Electricity is supplied to the rod with the use of a cable and a 110 volt
transformer.

Production data, gas samples, and temperature data are being collected and
evaluated as the test proceeds.

Results. Reservoir ignition in the Chetopa field was obtained after a 48-hour
period of heat injection. Gas analysis and temperature profiles indicate that
combustion is being sustained.

5.20 "B" Series Pilot-Plant Tests

Objectives. The objective of this study is to conduct and evaluate tests using
the K-Fuel®Series B pilot plant on selected western coals. The objective for the
quarter was to report on the additional tests conducted using a different coal
resource.

Accomplishments. The additionaltestswere evaluatedand a supplement tothe
existingreportwas prepared.The supplement isbeing reviewedby thecosponsor.
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5.21 Surface Process Study for Oil Recovery Using a Thermal Extraction
Process

Objectives. The objective of this task is to develop an economic process for
shallow oil resources which are not being utilized. The objective for the quarter was
to initiate research on the DOE portion of the task.

Accomplishments. All accomplishments to date have been completed under the
funding of the cosponsor. The reservoir has been characterized, and the physical
simulations of the thermal process and the gravity drainage process have been
completed. The process and product evaluations have been completed and the scale-
up of the process to field scale has been initiated.2

i A preliminary report covering the first five phases is presently being drafted for

submittal to the cosponsor. A copy of the report will be sent to DOE.

Obligation of funds has not been received from DOE.

Procedures. The phases of the project are: (1) characterization of the
preselected target reservoir, (2) physical simulation of the thermal process using
reservoir material, (3) physical simulations of the gravity drainage process, (4)

process and product evaluation, (5) scale-up of the process to a field-pilot, (6) field
demonstration of the process, and (7) project reporting. Thermal processing of
reservoir material will be evaluated using existing equipment at WRI. Based on the
laboratory simulations, a field-scale demonstration unit will be designed,
constructed, and operated at a field location.

Results. Laboratory simulations of two thermal processes were conducted. The
processes evaluated were the ROPE process and a vertical fluidized bed. For scale-
up reasons, the vertical fluidized bed was selected as the system to be constructed
for the field demonstration.

5.22 NMR Analysis of Samples from the Oce_m

_Objectives. The objective of this study is to apply solid-state 13C NMR to study
samples collected from leg 139 of the Joint Oceanographic Institute project on
thermal maturation in areas of steep thermal gradient. The objective for the
quarter was to continue making measurements on the samples.

Accomplishments. Ten additional kerogen concentrates and seven whole rock
samples were received for NMR analysis. Solid-state 13C NMR measurements were
made on seven whole rock samples and two kerogen concentrates.

Procedures. Solid-state NMR measurements were made on a Chemagnetics
CMX 100/200 solids NMR spectrometer. 13C spectra were obtained at 25 MHz using

cross polarization with magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS). A large-volume spinner
i was used for analysis of whole rock samples.
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Results.CP/MAS X3CNMR spectrawere acquiredon samples receivedfrom the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.However, because of the low levelsof
organic matter in the sediments, a large-volume spinner was used whenever

: possibletoobtain usefulNMR spectra. Even forthesesamples, 12 to 18 hours of
' signal averaging was required to obtain decent spectra. The spectra were

compromised by background signals from the probe. As a result,the probe
background signalswere recordedunder differentconditionsand subtractedfrom

, the sample spectra to determine the carbon aromaticitiesof the sedimentary
material.

5.23 Menu Driven Access to the WDEQ Hydrologic Data Management
System

J

i .Q_b.L'ectives.The objectiveof thisstudy isto develop an enhancement to the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality Data Management System that
willprovidemenu-driven access.The objectiveforthisquarterwas tocompletethe
documentation report._m

Accomplishments. The documentation report was prepared, submitted, and
approved. This task is completed.

5.24 Oil Field Waste Cleanup Using Tank Bottom Recovery Process

0biectives. The objective of this task is to remediate a waste problem and
thereby develop an energy resource which is currently being wasted, discarded, or
destroyed. The objective for the quarter was to prepare a preliminary process
design.

Accomplishments. Preliminary evaluation of the process was accomplished
under another program. Based on results of the previous project, a preliminary
process schematic and material balance have been developed. From the preliminary
process schematic, detailed construction drawings and equipment specifications are
being made.

Procedures. Based on previous laboratory simulation results, a field-scale unit
will be designed, constructed, and operated in the field.

5.25 Remote Chemical Sensor Development

Objectives. The objectives of this research effort are to design, test, and
construct prototype field instrumentation for in situ qualitative identification and
quantitative determination of selected groundwater pollutants. The objectives for
this quarter were to begin the literature and marketing studies to define the
technologies that will be pursued for instrument and method development work and

' to initiate the experimental work.
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Accomplishments. Work began on the literatureand marketing studies to
definethe technologiesthatwillbe pursued forinstrumentand method development
work. These technologieswillnot be limitedtoRaman spectroscopyprobes,based
on theresultsoftheabove studies.

Experimental work on the extractionof dieselfuelfrom contaminated soils
using non-fluorocarbon solvents was initiated.Several solvent systems were
identifiedfortesting.

A visitwas made toMike Angel atLawrence Livermore NationalLaboratory to
discussRaman sensortechnology.A visitwas alsomade tothe TechnologyTransfer
Divisionat UCLA to discussproprietarytechnologiesthat might be applicableto
sensoror fieldtestkitdevelopment.

Procedures. Due toa contractthat the UniversityofWyoming (ITW)has with
the ElectricPower Research Instituteon the development of surface enhanced
Raman spectroscopyprobes fordetermining a limitednumber oforganic species,
UW's participationin the JSR projectwillbe very limited,ifat all.This willnot
decreaseor constrainthe objectivesor planned accomplishments ofthisproject.A
letterdescribingthe changes and redirectioninthe approach willbe submittedsoon.

5.26 In Situ Treatment of Manufactured Gas Plant Contaminated Soils

Demonstration Program

Objectives. The objectives of this task are to demonstrate and evaluate the
CROW T_ process and bioremediation to remediate a site contaminated with a dense
organicfluid.Hopefully,treatment levelsin the fieldwillachieveresultsthat are
comparable to priorlaboratoryfindings.The objectivesforthisquarter were to

_- prepare and submit a fielddemonstrationwork plan and toinitiatepreparationofa
30% designofthe fieldinstallationand operatingscheme.

Accomplishments. The work plan forthe fielddemonstration has been drafted
and submitted tothe U.S.Environmental ProtectionAgency (EPA), Region 3 office
forapproval.Alienvironmental and constructionpermitshave been identifiedand
thepermittingphase isunderway.

A 30% design ofthe fieldinstallationand operatingscheme isbeing prepared
forsubmittalto the EPA Region 3 officeas partofthe EPA siterequirements. The
Pennsylvania Department ofEnvironmental Resources isalsobeing includedinthe
design,review,and operationalrequirementsofthe project.

Procedures.The overalltask proceduresare: (I)developand submit a detailed
work plan, (2)identifyallrequiredconstructionand environmental permits, (3)

apply forallpermits,(4)prepareand submit forapprovala 30% completedesignfor
the fieldlayoutand operation,(5)prepare and submit a prefinaldesignforthe field
layoutand operation(allequipment, wellconstruction,and operatingroutineswill
be fullyspecified),(6)preparea finalprojectdesignbased on the review comments

i from the prefinal design submission, (7)procure allrequired equipment and
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construct the field facilities, (8) operate the field demonstration test, (9) dismantle
the field facility, and (10) analyze the data from the field demonstration and report
the results to the DOE, EPA, and the cosponsors.

The laboratory results that are being used to design this project are from a

completed project sponsored by the EPA's Emerging Technologies Program.

5.27 Solid State NMR Analysis of Mowry Formation Shale From Different
Sedimentary Basins

Obiectives. The objective of this task is to apply the solid-state 13C NMR

techniques of cross polarization with magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) to measure
changes in organic carbon structure of kerogens brought about by laboratory
hydrous pyrolysis experiments and by maturation in the natural geologic
environment as a result of depth of burial. These data, in conjunction with other
analyses and kinetic measurements will be used to construct a model for
reconstructing the diagenetic and maturational history of pressure chambers.
Ultimately, this information will become a framework for seismic detection of these
pressure chambers. The objective for the quarter was to begin planning for the
research effort.

Accomplishments. Plans have been formulated and work will begin in the next
quarter.

Procedures. Solid-state NMR measurements will be made on a Chemagnetics

CMX 100/200 solids NMR spectrometer. 13C NMR spectra will be obtained using
CP/MAS. The 13C measurements will be made at a frequency of 25 MHz.

5.28 Solid State N__MR Analysis of Naturally and Artificially Matured
Kerogens

Objectives. The objective of this research effort is to apply solid-state 13C NMR
techniques of cross polarization with magic-angle spinning (CP/MAS) to measure
changes in the organic carbon structure of the kerogen in petroleum source rocks
brought about by maturation in the natural environment and by artificial
maturation in laboratory environments. These data in conjunction with other
geochemical analyses and kinetic measurements will be used to establish the basic
information required for calculating kinetic parameters used in the modeling of the
generation of critical compounds in diagenetic systems. The objective for the
quarterwas tobeginNMR measurements on sourcerocksamples.

Accomplishments. NMR measurements are inprogresson 22 samples ofcoals,
shales,and hydrous pyrolysisresiduesthat have been receivedforanalysis.An
abstract has been submitted to DOE for approval to present a paper at the
InternationalConference on Coal Science tobe held September 12-18,in Banff,

Alberta,Canada.
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Procedures.Solid-stateNMR measurements are made on a Chemagnetics CMX

100/200 solidsNMR spectrometer. ISC NMR spectraare obtained using CP/MAS.
The 13C measurements are made ata frequencyof25 MHz.

5.29 Development of an Effective Method for the Clean-Up of Natural Gas

Objectives. The objective of this task is to evaluate the feasibility of using a
molecula_ sieve carbon that is manufactured by the Takeda Chemical Company of
Japan as the sL lid adsorbent in a pressure swing adsorption (PSA) cycle to separate
nitrogen from natural gas. Development of a less complex and more cost-effective
method for upgrading low-quality natural gas by the use of physical separation
processes will require an adsorbent that can function in a simple pressure swing
cycle, instead of the pressure/vacuum swing cycle used in currently available
physicalseparationprocesses.The objectiveforthisquarter was to beginplanning
fortheresearcheffort.

Accomplishments. Plans have been formulatedand work willbegin inthe next
quarter.
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